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INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper (Lewis 1976) , it was shown that network modeling and analysis methods, employing Laplace and z transforms and linear flow graph techniques, can be applied to a fairly wide variety of linear population models. The chief advantage of the network modeling format is the facility with which time can be initialized at specified moments other than birth (i.e., other time classes, in addition to age classes, could be managed easily). Key elements in the network models were fixed time delays, representing key processes such as maturation, ovulation cycles, lactation, regression, and the like. Although the durations of many such processes are very close to being fixed and constant, there usually is some variability, so that to the observer, unaware of the underlying physiological, anatomical, or behavioral determinants the processes themselves appear to be somewhat stochastic in nature. A modeler may wish to include an estimate of the stochastic nature of such a process in his or her model, representing the process not as a fixed time delay but as a stochastic delay, capable of taking on any of several or many values. Indeed, this is done tacitly in a wide variety of lumped and distributed parameter models based on age classes (e.g., duction and the theoretical persistence of oscillations in human populations; and Kendall (1948 Kendall ( , 1949 has examined the effects of chi-square distributed fission time on the growth of organisms undergoing binary fission.
There are two purposes of this paper. The first and more important is to demonstrate that one can capitalize on the equivalence between generating functions for continuous and discrete probability distributions and the Laplace and z transforms of those distributions to employ the network construction and analysis methods previously described (Lewis 1976) , and thus deal with a very wide variety of stochastic time delays coupled to linear population dynamics. In this manner, one can extend considerations such as those of Kendall (1948) and Keyfitz (1972) to other time-delay distributions and to population models based on several initialized time classes rather than simply on age classes.
Conservative and nonconservative stochastic time delays can be represented by their respective Laplace or z transform functions, with the parameters of the hypothesized underlying probability distributions being represented explicitly. Those functions can be incorporated directly into network models; and with the aid of Mason's algorithm for signal flow graph analysis and commonly available numerical methods for root finding, one can develop characteristic equations for the models and find the roots of those equations (Mason 1956 ). Once found, the roots can be interpreted in terms of such aspects of population dynamics as dominant population growth patterns and the propensity of the population to sustain oscillations (i.e., the questions of Kendall (1949) and Keyfitz (1972) , which are in fact among the major questions that one might attempt to answer with a linear population model).
The basic representations of a stochastic time delay presented here provide heuristic alternatives to the renewal equation, the Leslie matrix, and von Foerster's (1959) equation, but alternatives that are especially compatible with the network modeling format. Therefore, in using them, one retains the flexibility to initialize time at moments other than birth.
The second purpose of the paper is to present the results of a study employing the methods described herein to determine and compare the effects of three different reproductive maturation time distributions with each other and with the effects of a fixed maturation time in a simple natality cycle. It is shown that the conclusions of Keyfitz (1972) concerning a cosinusoidal distribution of maturation times in humans are applicable to general natality cycles with gamma, negative binomial, and binomial distributions of maturation times. For all of these distributions, the propensity of the system toward sustained oscillations (e.g., periodic fluctuations in the total population or in its age-class distribution) increases as the distribution of maturation times becomes either less variant or less skewed toward times greater than the mean (less skewed "to the right"). Furthermore, it is shown that the dominant exponential or geometric growth pattern is more or less independent of the maturation time distribution, but approximates that which would occur if the maturation time were fixed at its mean value (i.e., were not a random variable).
LINEAR TRANSFORMS OF STOCHASTIC TIME DELAYS
Consider either in discrete time (r) or continuous time (t) a population flow variable, Ji, representing the flow of individuals (individuals per unit time) into a particular process, such as maturation, gestation, or the like. Let the duration, T, of the process be a random variable whose density function (Feller 1968, p. 179 ) is p(T), as depicted in Fig. la . Thus, in discrete time,JiJ(r) would be the number of individuals in the cohort entering the process during the rth interval (e.g., the rth day); and p(T) would be the proportion of those individuals expected to complete the process T intervals later (e.g., in the (r + T)th day). The flow, Jout(-), of individuals emerging from the process during the rth interval can be expressed as a simple sum of the cohorts that entered previously, each weighted by the proportion of its members expected to emerge during the rth interval. If we use the common network-theory convenience of defining Jin(r) to be zero for all intervals prior to some initial interval (r = 0), then we have In continuous time, JiQ(t) would be the rate at which individuals are entering the process at time t; and Jin(t)dt would be the number of individuals entering during the interval from t to t + dt. p(T) is the proportion of those individuals expected to emerge in an interval of the same duration, T units of time later (i.e., the interval from t + T to t + T + dt). The sum representing the output flow now is expressed as an integral:
It is well known that the processes of weighted summation represented by Eqs. 1 and 2 are carried out most easily in terms of linear transforms, whereby they are reduced to simple multiplication: Jo.t(q) = Jin(q)P(q) (3) where, for discrete time, If p(T) is the probability density of delay times for those individuals entering the process under consideration, then the mortality of those undergoing the process will prevent p(T) from being conservative: E p(T) < 1 for discrete time,
T=O J(T)dT < 1 for continuous time.
In that case the mean and the various moments of the delay time will be infinite (since some of those that enter the process never leave it). On the other hand, ifp(T) is the density function of delay times having been undergone by those emerging from the process, then the effects of mortality are set aside andp(T) is a conservative probability density function:
T=O fp(T)dT = 1 for continuous time.
In that case, the mean and various moments of the stochastic time delay may be finite and computable by means of standard procedures from generator-function theory or fromz-and Laplace-transform theory. Table 1 gives three commonly cited distribution parameters in terms of the transformed density functions. The coefficient of skewness (sometimes called the obliquity) is defined to be the third central moment divided by the cube of the standard deviation.
EXAMPLES OF STOCHASTIC TIME DELAYS AND THEIR TRANSFORMS
Probably the simplest continuous stochastic time delay is that exhibited by an ideal Poisson process, the distribution of passage times (or time delays) through which is exponential:
Furry first considered a time delay of this type in the growth of a nonbiological population, namely a cascade shower of cosmic rays (Kendall 1949 ). Kendall later gave it an admittedly questionable biological interpretation as a first step in his consideration of stochastic delays. The problem with it is the lack of a finite initial latency (Fig. 2a) . Many processes that one might wish to represent with stochastic time delays exhibit apparently irreducible minimum times of completion. Thus, once an individual has entered such a process, its probability of completing the process in a time less than the minimum should be represented as zero; if the process is represented as a stochastic time delay, then that delay should have a finite initial latency, preferably one equal to the minimum completion time. A sequence of Poisson processes, each with the exponential distribution of Eq. 10, can exhibit a very good approximation to a minimum completion time (finite initial latency). Kendall (1948) Of course there are many other distributions that one might select for a stochastic time delay. However, by adding the fixed time delay, which can provide an absolute initial latency, and one additional distribution, the continuous-time beta distribution, along with its special case, the uniform distribution, we have a reasonably large and versatile repertoire at hand. These various distributions are listed in Table 2 several of the discrete distributions, the time dimension is not carried explicitly in the parameters. In those cases, time has been incorporated explicitly in the means and standard deviations by the inclusion of the factor m, the unit of discrete time.
CONSTRUCTION OF NETWORK MODELS OF NATALITY CYCLES WITH STOCHASTIC TIME DELAYS
As an example of a natality cycle in which delay times might be random variables and in which time classes other than age are important, consider the following, highly idealized population of mammals. From the time of birth, each female requires time T1 to reach sexual maturity, which is signalled by her first ovulation. The proportion of female offspring that survive to maturity is Y,* Ovulation is a periodic phenomenon, recurring with interval T2 until the female becomes pregnant. Her probability of surviving an ovulation interval is 72, and her probability of becoming pregnant at the time of ovulation is (1 -8I). Once pregnant, the female faces a gestation period of duration T3, with a probability Y3 of surviving. The expected number of female offspring per litter is n. Immediately following parturition, the female returns to the ovulation cycle, once again facing the same probabilities of impregnation and survival. Although this hypothetical life cycle admittedly is oversimplified, it nonetheless includes phenomena that are not represented in the usual Leslie-type model or its = 1,2,3, ,(k -1)/2 for k odd,  i = 1,2,3,, k2 for k even.
The corresponding damping coefficient is given by Eq. 31. In the case of the discrete-time model with a fixed time delay, a transitory external stimulus would trigger oscillatory activity comprising a combination of (To -1)/2 component oscillations, each with its own period and each persisting indefinitely (since the discrete-time damping coefficient, r, equals 1 for each component). In the cases of the models with stochastic time delays, transitory external stimuli also will trigger oscillatory activity, but the relative amplitudes of the component oscillations will die away (since the damping coefficient is greater than one for each component oscillation in the discrete-time models and greater than zero for each component oscillation in the continuoustime model). This result follows from well-known properties of equations, which have appeared many times in the population biology literature (e.g., Parlett 1970). What interests us here, however, is not the fact that the oscillatory activity dies away when stochastic time delays are present, but rather how the rate of that dying away depends upon the parameters of the stochastic time delay distribution (or the parameters of the density function). In this way, we can determine how the propensity of the system toward sustained oscillations depends upon the parameters of the stochastic time delay. This question was attacked explicitly by Keyfitz (1972) for an assumed cosinusoidal distribution of time delays between birth and offspring production in a human population. Here, we can attack it for three other distributions. Examination of Eqs. 28 and 31 reveals that the more persistent oscillations in each case will be those for which j is small (the most persistent being those corresponding toj = 1). These also happen to be the oscillations of longest period. In order that the hypothetical time-delay distributions provide good approximations to a finite initial latency, k should be relatively large in each case (e.g., 20, as in the case of Kendall's (1948) 
where Tm is the mean delay time (see Table 2 ); Eq. 28 is approximated quite well by 
For binomial distributed delays: 
drj /dy |T constant = -(3i72j2oUTT/ Tm2).
Eqs. 34 through 44 can be interpreted as follows.
For large values of k and small values ofj, the simple natality cycle with any of the three distributions possesses an oscillatory component whose period is directly proportional to the mean maturation time and whose persistence exhibits the following relationships to the parameters of the distribution of maturation times: with a fixed mean, the persistence of the oscillation decreases markedly both with increasing standard deviation and with increasing coefficient of skewness (i.e., increasing skewness toward times greater than the mean); with fixed standard deviation, the persistence increases markedly with increasing mean and decreases markedly with increasing coefficient of skewness. Although the details of the relationships differ, the conclusions reached by Keyfitz (1972) for the cosinusoidal distribution were essentially the same; the system should exhibit less propensity toward sustained oscillatory activity for maturation time distributions with larger standard deviations and for maturation-time distributions that are more skewed toward times greater than the mean. Returning to Eqs. 24, 26, 29 and 32, we can examine and compare the dominant growth patterns in the four models. Considering the case (Eq. 24) in which the maturation time is fixed, one finds that the dominant growth pattern simply is that of b-fold increase or decrease every To units of time. Thus, in that special case, the b-folding time (i.e., the time required for the popula- Table 3 . This simply points up the lack of finite initial latency in the discretetime models when k is small, leading to a non-zero probability that new offspring will produce a second generation of offspring immediately. For large values of k, this probability is extremely small and quite reasonably can be ignored. For small values of k, however, it can be quite significant. In fact, it can lead to a predicted instantaneous population explosion (the modeled population instantaneously going to infinity). This occurs when the instantaneous multiplication around the natality cycle is equal to or greater than one. To determine the instantaneous multiplication around any cycle in a Laplace-orz-transformed network model, one simply invokes the initial-value theorem and takes the limit of the product of all factors around the cycle as I z I goes to infinity or s times the product of all factors around the cycle as s goes to infinity (Cadzrow, 1973) .
In the cases of cycles with continuously distributed time delays, the instantaneous multiplication usually will be zero. In the model of Thus, the model of a simple natality cycle with binomial-or negative binomial-distributed maturation times will predict an instantaneous population explosion when b(1 -83)y is greater than or equal to one; the corresponding entries in Table 3 are left blank. If these same distributions were coupled with fixed time delays, so that a term of the form z-TF appeared in each of the resulting transforms, then finite initial latency would be guaranteed and the instantaneous multiplication of the cycle would be zero.
DISCUSSION
The analytical methods presented in this paper share the limitations of most of the rest of network and systems theory, that they apply to linear models with lumped, time-invariant parameters, which carry only the expected values of state variables. In spite of these limitations, network and systems theory has been extremely useful for deducing or predicting dynamic be-havior when 4pplied judiciously to real systems. In the cases of populations, the theory has been used to deduce, among other things, the tendencies (under given hypothetical circumstances) to shift away from or toward presumed stable values (e.g., Rosenzweig and MacArthur 1963), the tendencies of populations (under given hypothetical circumstances) to sustain oscillations (Keyfitz 1972) , and the periods of those oscillations (Oster and Takahashi 1974) . In each case, the key qualifying phrase is "under given circumstances," i.e., within the given ecological context under which the model parameters of the population were estimated.
It is true of systems models in general, whether they are linear or nonlinear, lumped-parameter or distributed-parameter, stochastic or deterministic, that the dynamic properties one deduces from them are wholesystem properties, generally not attributable to a single element or a single subsystem within the system as a whole. In any linear systems model, the dynamics can be characterized completely in terms of the roots of the characteristic equation derived for the model. However, one commonly finds that the roots of a subsystem are obscured completely in the operation of the whole system in which it is embedded. Thus, for example, it is well known that a model comprising an ideal electrical capacitor in parallel with an ideal electrical inductor or an ideal mechanical spring in series with an ideal mass has roots that imply the presence of an undying oscillation of fixed period; yet when either of those same constructions is placed in the context of a larger systems model in such a way that it interacts, even to a very slight extent, with the other components of that model, then it no longer will exhibit the same roots or the same implied periodicity. Thus, the essential dynamic properties of subsystems in general depend, usually markedly, on the whole-system context of the subsystem. Therefore, one can reasonably conclude that if an actual subsystem (e.g., a population) is removed from the larger system (e.g., a community) of which it is part and attempts are made to determine the innate properties of that subsystem by studying it in isolation, what is learned may have very little to do with the operation of that same subsystem when it is replaced in its original context. However, certain innate properties may be sufficiently persistent or dominant to transcend context to some extent. Thus, for example, under very special circumstances an inductor-capacitor circuit may be pretuned to a desired period in isolation, then placed in its intended context (e.g., a television set) and retuned by minor adjustment to that same period.
In the cases of populations of organisms, there has been considerable concern over the relative importance of innate versus contextual factors in determining dynamic behavior. In the case of the pure growth component of dynamics (e.g., that corresponding to the dominant real root, s0 or z0, of a linear model), there is the possibility that modification of certain states internal to the individual organism (e.g., the state of the endocrine system) may have an important limiting effect. However, the modulation of those states that leads to growth limitation very likely is not innate but is produced by contextual factors (e.g., lack of space, leading to crowding) (Southwick 1958; Chitty 1960; Christian and Davis 1964) . Thus it seems that the Darwinian hypothesis prevails; the tendency of a population to move toward or away from a stable level (and, indeed, the magnitude of the stable level itself) will transcend to a great extent the innate growth potential of the population and be determined instead by the population's interactions with other components of its ecological context. In the model of Fig. 7 , for example, one should expect the parameter b (which represents the probability of survival and the fecundity/fertility of individuals) to depend rather markedly on ecological context; and b in turn is an important factor in the deduced dominant growth pattern of the population.
The matter does not seem so clearcut in the case of population oscillations. In the simple natality cycle represented in Fig. 7 , for example, the propensity toward sustained oscillations (as given by Eqs. 35 and 38) is independent of b as are the periods of those oscillations (Eq. 34), both depending instead upon the statistical distribution of the time to reproductive maturity. In more complicated natality cycles, the propensity toward, and period of, oscillations might depend also on the distributions of ovulation intervals, the distributions of gestation periods, the distributions of nonreproductive lactation periods, the distributions of periods of regression, and the like. Clearly, just as the endocrinological state of an individual can be modulated by ecological context, so can these various periods and their distributions (e.g., the mean time to first ovulation in East African elephants apparently varies from 11 to 20 yr, depending on habitat and population density [Laws 1969] ). However, the extent to which they can be modulated by external influences may well be limited; and the oscillatory tendency and oscillation periods of a population, therefore, may well be principally innate and transcend to a considerable extent that population's ecological context. This possibility has received considerable discussion in the literature (see Oster and Takahashi 1974 for a recent summary of arguments and evidence).
Except in the extreme and unlikely case of fixed time delays, the waves predicted by linear models all are damped relative to the predicted dominant growth pattern of the population. When, on the average, the modeled population is neither growing nor declining (i.e., so = 0 or z0 = 1), then the predicted waves are damped in the absolute sense. Therefore, on the basis of deductions from the linear models, one would not expect a population's innate propensity toward sustained wave activity to lead to undying oscillations modulating an otherwise steady background level. When persistent oscillations occur in this manner (e.g., those in lem-mings or in,the Canadian fur cycle), the reasonable presumption therefore seems to be that ecological context is playing a very important role. Nevertheless, in some cases the innate properties of the population itself may be important influencing factors. For example, the period of the sustained, albeit irregular, largeamplitude oscillations in salmon populations generally is the same as the mean generation interval, which in turn appears to be a more-or-less fixed innate parameter (e.g., see Parker 1962; Killick and Clemens 1963; Oster and Takahashi 1974 for other examples).
